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If Z(t) is the sum of the characteristics at time t of the population in a Crump-Mode-Jagers 
branching process, and T is the time to extinction, it is known that under certain conditions, the 
distribution of Z( t) conditioned on {T > t} converges to a proper distribution as t + ~0. We derive 
necessary and sufficient conditions in terms of the offspring process, for the existence of integral 
moments of this limit distribution. 
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1. Introduction 
The generalised age-dependent branching process (G.A.D.P.) or Crump-Mode- 
Jagers branching process, was introduced independently by Crump and Mode [2] 
and Jagers (see e.g. [5]). Consider a population with one ancestor. Individuals are 
assumed to reproduce independently of one another and may give birth at any time 
during their lives. For any given individual x, births of offspring are represented by 
a counting process N,(t): t 3 0, where N,(O) = 0, which increases by one at the time 
of birth of each offspring. The lifelength of an individual x is represented by the 
random variable Lx, where Lx and N,(t) may depend on one another. The joint 
distribution of (Lx, N,( . )) is the same for each individual, and the suffix x will be 
omitted when the meaning is clear. The expected number of offspring born to any 
individual in the time interval [0, t] is denoted by F(t) (= E[N( t)]). Let N denote 
the total number of offspring born to some individual, then m = F(a) = E[N] will 
denote the expected total number of offspring. In this paper we consider the case 
m < 1, where it is known (see e.g. Jagers [5]) that the population becomes extinct 
with probability one. We will also assume that there exists a necessarily negative 
number (Y such that 
Iw 
e --ax dF(x) = E 
0 [I 
m 
emox dN(x) = 1. 
0 1 
Let 7,, TV, . . . , 7-N denote the times of birth of the offspring of some individual, then 
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we may write the equation above as 
N(f) 
E[ Y] = E[ Y(a)] = 1 where Y(t) = c e-“?. 
i=l 
We now introduce the notion of a characteristic associated with each individual. 
This was first considered by Jagers (see e.g. Jagers [5]). For a given individual x, 
age f, let xX(t) denote a random variable associated with the individual. The process 
xX(t) is assumed to have the same distribution for all individuals, and to be 
independent of x,( .) for all y # x. Define the stochastic process {Z(t): t 2 0} by 
Z(t)=Cxx(t-Tx) 
Y 
where the summation is over the total number of individuals born in the process 
up to time t. If we define x(t) by 
x*(t) = 1 1 ifL,zt, 0 ifL,<t (1) 
then Z(t) denotes the number of individuals alive at time t. We will restrict our 
attention to the case where the characteristic x is an indicator function. For other 
definitions of x with natural interpretations, see Jagers [S]. 
For the case m < 1, Green [4] proved the following theorem. Doney [3] proved 
a similar theorem for the case where x is defined as in (1). Before stating Green’s 
theorem, we need some more definitions and notation. 
Let T = inf{ t: Z(t) = 0}, where x is defined as in (l), so that T a random variable 
denoting the time to extinction of the process. 
Let 
L(t) = P(LG t), dF,( t) = eea’ dF( t), 
t dFa(t), Xzp-’ emeLy E[x(y)l dy. 
Theorem 1 (Green [4]). Suppose that 
(i) mc 1, 
(ii) P(x( t) = OILS t) = 1, 
(iii) (Y exists, 
(iv) F( .) is nonluttice (see e.g. Jagers [S]), 
(v) E[Ylog N]<co, 
(vi) jy te-“‘dL( t) < 00, 
(vii) p <Co, 
(viii) e Pa’E[x(y)] is directly Riemann integrable (D.R.I.), 
(ix) x(.) is a.s., a.e. continuous, 
then as t + CO, P(Z( t) s yl T > t) + G(y) f or all y > 0 where G is a proper distribution 
function on [0, 001, with jinite expectation C-‘x where C = lim,,, eAa’P( T > t) is a 
finite positive constant. 
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In this paper we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the 
higher integral moments of G. Our starting point is the result below, which is 
contained in the proof of Theorem 1. 
1 
)im_E[exp(-tiZ(r))/T>r]=l-0% C Ri(0) 
i=l 
(2) 
where 
Ri(0) = e-“‘E[Qi( 8, t)] dt 
where 
Q1( 0, t) = eeex(‘) - 1 + Q(t), 
Q2( 8, t) = (1 - eCexCt) ){I-~~~[I-H(e,f-7.)}, 
N(r) h’(f) 
Q3(e, t)= n [i-z-f(e, t--7,)1--1+ c z3(e, t-7,) 
n=, “=l 
and 
ff(e, t) = l- E[exp(-0Z(t)]. 
2. Results 
Theorem. Let ?n = JT e (n-‘)a’[ Y(t)]” dt and let W denote a random variable with 
Laplace-Stieltjes transform equal to lim,,, E[exp(-eZ(t))/ T> t]. Suppose also that 
all the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold, and that Jr E[x( t) Y( t)]dt < ~0. Then E[ ?,,I < 
CC ifand only ifE[W”]<co,for all na2. 
Remarks. (a) The condition Jy E[x(t) Y(t)] dt <CO can be written as 
03 m 
E 
[5 5 
x(t) eCuu dt dN(u) 
u=o ,=u 1 
which, using condition (ii) of Theorem 1 is sE[LY(co)]. For the Bellman-Harris 
process where L is independent of the offspring production, E[LY(co)] is always 
finite by condition (vi), and the negativity of (Y. 
(b) In the case of the Bellman-Harris process, the condition E[ P,,] < ~0 is 
equivalent to 
E 
[i 
m e(nPl)afZIL<,I e-naLNn dt 
0 1 
which is equivalent to E [ N”L] < 0;). Since L and N are independent, the above is 
equivalent to E[ N”]E[ L] < co. Therefore E[ N”] is a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the existence of the nth moment of W, as was the case in the 
Galton-Watson process (Bagley [ 11). 
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3. Proofs 
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The following lemma proves the equivalence of E[ ?,,I <co to a less appealing 
condition which occurs naturally in the remainder of the proof. 
Lemma 1. Let yi = e”l(‘-?) and denoting Ct:l’i’f.+im by 1 , let 
Cm) 
I 
cc 
Y, = 
0 
eP (C, yi,, . . . , yi_ dt. 
m 
Then, for all n > 2, E[ Yn] < ~0 sffE[ qn] < co. 
Proof. The first implication is clear. To prove the reverse, let ?, = j: e(“Pr)nr d Y( t), 
then integrating by parts gives E[ ?,,I = -n/(~(n - l)E[ y,]. Now let A ={(t, w): 
ea’Y( t, W) < l}, so that E[ yn_J = E[ v_,: A] + E[ y,_,: A’] < E[ Y(m)] + E[ y,,] = 
1 + E[ v,,] gives E[ ?,,I < oo+E[ ?_l] <co. We now show that the reverse implica- 
tion of the lemma is true for n =2 and then proceed by induction. It is easily seen 
that E[ YJ <co is equivalent to 
or 
I 
[I I 
* L 
E e”” eP” dN(u) 
I 
e-“” dN( u) dt 
0 u=o v=o 1 t -E ee20u dN(u) dt <cc 
U=O 1 
E[p2]-E 
I 
eP2”“dN(u)dt <co 
U=O 1 
which, on changing the order of integration, becomes 
E[?2]-~-1<m. 
Hence the reverse implication is true for n = 2. Now assume it is true for n s k - 1 
and suppose E [ Yk] < CO. Considering the quantity E [ ?k - Yk], we see that is suffices 
to prove that E[X,] < 00, where 
N(r) 
X, = e-“’ C yi, . * * yi, dt 
where the summation is over (i,, . . . , ik) such that not all 4 are distinct. Now X, is 
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which, since yi s 1, is 
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k m 
C OI 2 0 eCk-‘jat[ y(t)lk-’ dt = ,” +k-k_l. 0 
Therefore E[&] < co, and the proof of the lemma is complete. 
Before proceeding further, we introduce some more simplifications to the notation. 
Hk(B, i) will denote the kth derivative of H(8, t-r,). n will denote flcz!..,j,, 
Cm) 
and N(t) will be omitted from the limit of summations and products. 
To prove the implication from 9” to W”, it suffices to show that the nth derivative 
of R,( 0) at 0 = 0 is finite for i = 1,2,3. Rf(0) and Q”(0) will denote the nth 
derivatives of Ri(0) and Q,(0) respectively. 
Lemma 2. R;(O) exists and is jinite. 
Proof. RI(e) =I: e-a’E[e-sX(‘)- l+Q(t)]dt. Therefore Rl(e)={Te-“‘E[(-1)” x 
x(t)” e-ex(‘)] dt which, since j: eec” E[x( t)] dt <co by condition (viii) of Theorem 
1, implies that R”(0) exists and is finite. 
The existence and finiteness of R3(0) follows from the following lemmas. The 
first ensures that the moments of Z(t) decay exponentially. 
Lemma 3. For n 2 2, E[ Yn] <Co implies that 
(_1y+’ e-“’ H”(0, t)Sc, for allx>O, 
where c, is some positive constant. The result for n = 1 is true under the conditions of 
Theorem 1. 
Proof. We will use the following identity, which is immediate from the definition 
of the process. 
h’(t) 
Z(t)=XO(t)+ C Z(t-Ti) (3) 
i=l 
After multiplying (3) by eeat and taking expectations, the result for n = 1 follows 
by a standard renewal theory argument (see e.g. Jagers [5]). In fact eC’E[Z( t)] + x 
as t + ~0. For n 2 2, raise both sides of (3) to the nth power and multiply by e-“‘. 
After taking expectations we have 
(-l)n+l eC’Hn(O, t) 
f 
=e -*‘E[S,(t)]+(-l)“+’ 
I 
eC(‘-“)Hn(O, t-u)dF,(u) (4) 
0 
where E[S,( t)] is smaller than some finite combination of terms of the form 
E (C, H’l(0, iI) . * * Hrm(O, i,) 
m 1 
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where r, c m for all 1 s i 4 m, and m s n. By induction, assuming the result holds 
for ks n, these terms are dominated in absolute value by quantities of the form 
dEIC,,, Yi, . . . yi?,,I where the d’s are positive constants. Therefore a typical term of 
~~e-a’E(S,(t)~dtis<d~~e~“‘~~~,,y,,~~~yi_~dt=dE~Y,~<co.Toapplyarenewal 
theorem to 4, we consider a typical term in e”‘EIS,(t)l, and show it to be directly 
Riemann integrable. A sufficient condition (see Jagers [5]) for a function z to be 
D.R.I. is Cr==osupO <,<, Iz(k+t)l<a. For a typical term this quantity is 
G CT=‘=, SUP~<~<, ea(mP’)(r+k) g( t + k) where g > 0 is increasing. Therefore the above is 
kf2 
s fe 
"k(m-l)g(k+l)G f e-2a(m-1) 
k=O k=O I 
e"(n-l)zg(t)dl 
ktl 
Ge 
-2a(m-1) e-“‘E[S,( t)] dt < ~0 
and so applying the renewal theorem to (4) completes the proof of Lemma 3. 
Lemma 4. For n 2 2, E[ Yn-,] <cc implies that for each n 
OG(-l)“+‘H”(B,x)H(8,y)~c, eO(X+y) 
for all nonnegative x, y, for some positive constant c,. 
Proof. From its definition, (-l)k+l Hk( 8, x) is seen to be convex in 8, therefore 
(-i)“+‘eH”(e,x)~(-i)“H”~‘(e,x) for all 820 
which implies (-l)“+lH”(B, x)H(B,y) = (-l)“+‘H”(f3, x)K’H(B, y) 
G (-l)“H”_‘(0, x)H’(O, y) 
which, by Lemma 3, is SC,, ea(xty) for some positive constant c, and the proof of 
the lemma is complete. 
Now consider Q;(e, t) which can be written as 
A,(6 t)+k(e, t)+C,(e, r) 
where 
A,(e, t) = C We, ir) . . . we, 4) II [I -we, in+dl, (n) (n+l) 
B,(e, t)=C w(e,i) 1-n [l-H(&j)] 
(1) 1 j#i I 
and C,( 0, t) is a finite linear combination of terms of the form 
c w(e, iI) . . . fwt L) n [I- H(@, i,+l)l 
Cm) (m+l) 
where r,<n-1, 1=1,2 ,..., m; and msn-1. 
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Lemma 5. For n 3 2, E[ YnP1] < 00 implies lime,0 5: e-“‘E[B,(& t)] dt <a. 
Proof. Using the inequality 1 - V( 1 -xi) S 1 xi for Xi a 0, we have 
OS(-l)“+‘B,(B, t)S(-l)“+’ j5i H”(8, i)H(%j) 
which by Lemma 4 is SC Cjti yiyj for some positive constant c, for all 0 2 0. Also, 
for fixed (w, t), B,( 8, t) + 0 as 0 + 0, therefore 
7 
e-“‘E[B,(O, t)]dt=~cE[Y,]<~ for all020 
0 
implies by dominated convergence, the result of the lemma. 
Lemma 6 
I 
00 
E [ Yn] <CO implies v; e-“‘E[A,( 0, r)] dt < co, 
- 0 
I 
02 
E[ Yn-,] < CG implies ‘,y e-“‘E[C,(e, t)] dt<co. 
- 0 
Proof. By definition 
ePA,(B, t) s e-“’ C H’(0, il) . . . H’(0, i,) 
(4 
which by Lemma 3 is SC, ema’ I(,, yi, . . . ui. = c,Y,, for all 02 0. Therefore, by 
dominated convergence 
oc 
lim 
I 0-o 0 
e-“‘E[A,(e, t)] dtscE[Y,]<co. 
The proof of the second part of the lemma is identical. 
Combining the results of the previous three lemmas gives 
I 
00 
ljy e-“‘E[Q;(e, t)] dt <CO. 
- 0 
Now consider e-“‘Q; ( 0, t). It is convenient to first differentiate this quantity n - 1 
times. We obtain a term 
eP’(l- e-ex(f))Cnp,(e, t) 
where C,_,(e, t) is a finite linear combination as described before. This term takes 
the value zero at 8 = 0, therefore by dominated convergence 
cc 
‘,‘a 
I 
e-“‘E[( 1 _ eeex(O )e-lc+,(e, t)] dt s cE[ Y,~,] <CO. 
+ 0 
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Secondly, consider the finite linear combination of terms which are of the form 
e-“‘x(t) e-““‘Ck(f3, t), 2~ k< n-2. 
Differentiating these terms again, we see that E[ Yn-J <co implies by dominated 
convergence that the limit of the integral of the expectation of these terms as 8 + 0, 
is finite. 
Finally, the term 
(-l)“e-“‘x( t)emex(‘) 
{ 
1 - fl [ 1 - H( 0, i)] 
i=l I 
is equal to zero at 0 = 0, so after dividing by 8 and again using 1 - n( 1 -Xi) s c xi, 
the integral of the expectation of the above is 
&, ff(R w’ dt. 
1 
Now H( 8, i) 8-l s H’(0, i) and lim,,, H( 8, i)B-’ = H’(0, i) ; so by dominated con- 
vergence, the limit as 8 + 0 of the integral of the expectation of the above is zero, 
since it is dominated by 
I 
cc 
Hx(r) y(t)1 dt 
0 
which is finite by the hypothesis of the theorem. 
The above argument proves the finiteness of 
e-“‘E[Q,“(e, t)] dt 
and together with the preceeding lemmas, completes the proof of the first implication 
of the theorem. 
To prove the reverse implication, we show that the nth derivative of 
lim _ E[e- 
fini;eZess of 
sz(‘) T > t] does not exist at 0 = 0 if E[ Yn] = 00. First note that only the 1 
eC’E[A,(@ t)] dt 
is dependent on E[ Y,,] < 00 (since all the other steps in the proof required only 
EL Yn-11 <aI. 
Now for fixed (0, t), as 0 + 0, 
e?A,,( 8, t) + e?’ C H’(0, il) . . * H’(0, i,) 
(n) 
which, since H’(0, t) - x eat, is 
2 c C Yi, . ’ ’ Yin 
(n) 
for some positive constant 
I-” 
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c. Therefore by Fatou’s lemma 
341 
l$ inf 
J 
e-“‘E[A,(B, t)] dt 2 cE[ Yn] = ~0 
0 
and the proof of the theorem is complete. 
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